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Hunter douglas vignette stacking

Home/Hunter Douglas /Vignette® Modern Roman Shades Vignette® Modern Roman Shades feature consistent folds and no exposed backstrings, keeping windows uncluttered and safer. Choose from a variety of folding styles and sizes, and beautiful fabrics that are low maintenance and easy to clean. Plan a free
consult vignette shades to be offered in pure, light-filtering and room-darkening fabric opacity, plus a wide range of colors and textures that includes silk, bedding, tweeds and natural fabrics. Discover the richness of texture and warmth offered by The Alustra® Collection of Vignette, a carefully curated suite of exclusive
design-inspired fabrics, textures, colors and hardware created to meet the expectations of leading designers and discerning consumers looking for the best in design. Vignette shades are available in two different styles: The Rolling Style features a 4 full fold or 6 flat fold and rolls into the main rail. The Stacking Style
stacks neatly under a low-profile main rail for shallow mounting depths and is available in a 4 full fold. Vignettints maintain a consistent, full or flat fold and require minimal dust dressing when lifting or lowering them. Vignette Duolite Shades combine a light filtering or sheer foreshadowing with a built-in space-obsessing
rear panel, both housed on one roller to achieve perfect levels of light and privacy. The single roller is unique to the Roman shades category and provides less mounting depth than other dual roller systems. The Duolite dual opacity option is available exclusively in the Rolling Style with 6 flat folds and the convenience of
PowerView® Motorization. All vignette fabrics are available in cut yardage, allowing you to create decorative touches with matching fabric. 4 full fold or 6 flat foldStationary arches, circles, ovals, corners, quarter circles, trapezoids, hexagons, and octagons.15 fabrics in 90 fabric/color combinations. Light filtering and space
blackout. The ideal option for controlling light and privacy. Give yourself ultimate flexibility with the Duolite® design option - a system that combines two separate fabrics, one light filtering, the other room darker, in one shade. Available in both manual and motorized operation. Learn about Duolite® Perfect for opening and



closing larger shades without the hassle of dangling cords. The EasyRise™ system is a continuous cord loop, specially designed for smooth, easy operation Learn more about EasyRise™ Your days of hassle with cords are long gone. Enjoy the simplicity and convenience of the LiteRise® system, which lets you control
your window treatment by simply pushing up or pulling down with your hand. Information about LiteRise® Hunter Douglas's innovative PowerView® system lets you move your shades according to schedules you set, day or night, whether you're at home or on the go. Are. PowerView shades with your tablet, smartphone
or our sleek Pebble® Remote, available in a wide range of colors. PowerView is also compatible with smart-home systems for premium convenience. Learn more about PowerView® Motorization Direct the light in your home at your discretion, from the top, from below or in combination with the Top-Down/Bottom-Up
system. Place your window treatments as you like, adjusting the light balance and privacy in your home to suit your needs. Choose from a variety of operating system options, including manual or PowerView® Motorization Learn more about Top-Down/Bottom-Up Features with a single retractable cord or wand,
depending on your window handling choice. The cord and wand always remain a constant length when increasing and lowering your window treatments. With no long, dangling cords, UltraGlide® offers enhanced safety for children and pets. More information about UltraGlide® Vignette Roman Shades - features
consistent folds and no exposed back cords, keeping windows uncluttered. Choose from a variety of folding styles and sizes and horizontal or vertical orientation. A 4-inch full fold for that traditional, but modern, look at the window. Cool in summer, warm in winter - Our most energy efficient version of the classic vignette
design - these shades trap air, creating an extra layer of insulation to keep your home cooler in summer and warmer in winter. Stacked softness - The layered vignette with the top down/bottom-up option allows shades to stack up, down or somewhere in between. Bright and refined - A 6-inch flat fold is available and is
nicely pressed for a defined finish. For large windows and sliding doors - Vertiglide offers an exceptional solution for large expanse of windows and sliding glass doors. Piles right, left or somewhere in between. Roman tones have always been made for great window art with beautiful fabrics, rich textures and beautiful
shades. They can bring a soft presence to a room and an overlooked window back to life. Vignette Modern Roman Shads offer more than a typical Roman hue. It is a contemporary interpretation of a classic look - Clean, consistent, uncluttered and versatile. Vignettes can roll, stack or traverse in a wide range of window
openings, making the unique functionality as enticing as the ascetics. Precise engineering in the Powerview and Literise lifting systems can improve safety and convenience by completely eliminating cords. Our network of local Hunter Douglas retail specialists are community-based businesses. Most are now open to a
safe offer in-store or in-home appointment. If you prefer, a telephone or video consultation are also available. Find a locally specialized vignette® modern Roman tones are made with lush fabrics that transform incoming light for a clean, sharp look at the window so you can enjoy the beauty and allure of your even more
so. Simple, uncluttered and elegantly tailored. Each vignette modern Roman hue, with flat or contoured folds, is designed for a uniform, sharp and flawless look with no exposed back cords. Learn more about vignette Give yourself ultimate control with Vignette Duolite®, a system that combines light filtering or pure
foreshadow with a room-defied rear panel that both roll on a single roller. It is the ideal option for controlling light and privacy in your home. Learn more about Duolite Take pride in the look of your windows. Our premium fabrics in luxurious textures and colors are offered in a range of coverage, from pure to room eclipse.
Learn more about Vignette PowerView® With motorization, you plan your Modern Roman Shades vignette to open and close their own shades at the touch of a button, tap a mobile device, or the sound of your voice. So dispense with the alarm clock, and use light as a wake-up call instead.* Learn more about
PowerView Before our local experts can answer all your questions and help decide what's right for you. *PowerView App and PowerView Hub required; third-party equipment that is also needed for speech activation. Our network of local Hunter Douglas retail specialists are community-based businesses. Most are now
open to a safe offer in-store or in-home appointment. If you prefer, a phone or video consultation may also be available. Find a local specialist home/Hunter Douglas/vignette® modern Roman shades of vignette® modern Roman hues feature consistent folds and no exposed rear cords, making windows uncluttered and
safer. Choose from a variety of folding styles and sizes, and beautiful fabrics that are low maintenance and easy to clean. Plan a free consult vignette shades to be offered in pure, light-filtering and room-darkening fabric opacity, plus a wide range of colors and textures that includes silk, bedding, tweeds and natural
fabrics. Discover the richness of texture and warmth offered by The Alustra® Collection of Vignette, a carefully curated suite of exclusive design-inspired fabrics, textures, colors and hardware created to meet the expectations of leading designers and discerning consumers looking for the best in design. Vignette shades
are available in two different styles: The Rolling Style features a 4 full fold or 6 flat fold and rolls into the main rail. The Stacking Style stacks neatly under a low-profile main rail for shallow mounting depths and is available in a 4 full fold. Vignettints maintain a consistent, full or flat fold and require minimal dust dressing
when lifting or lowering them. Duolite Shades combine a light filtering or sheer foreshadowing with a built-in space-obsessing rear panel, both housed on one roller to achieve perfect levels of light and privacy. The single roller is unique for Roman shades category and provides less mounting depth than other dual roller
systems. The Duolite dual opacity option is available exclusively in the Rolling Style with 6 flat folds and the convenience of PowerView® Motorization. All vignette fabrics are available in cut yardage, allowing you to create decorative touches with matching fabric. 4 full fold or 6 flat foldStationary arches, circles, ovals,
corners, quarter circles, trapezoids, hexagons, and octagons.15 fabrics in 90 fabric/color combinations. Light filtering and space blackout. The ideal option for controlling light and privacy. Give yourself ultimate flexibility with the Duolite® design option - a system that combines two separate fabrics, one light filtering, the
other room darker, in one shade. Available in both manual and motorized operation. Learn about Duolite® Perfect for opening and closing larger shades without the hassle of dangling cords. The EasyRise™ system is a continuous cord loop, specially designed for smooth, easy operation Learn more about EasyRise™
Your days of hassle with cords are long gone. Enjoy the simplicity and convenience of the LiteRise® system, which lets you control your window treatment by simply pushing up or pulling down with your hand. Learn more about LiteRise® Hunter Douglas's innovative PowerView® system lets you move your shades
according to schedules you set, day or night, whether you're at home or on the go. Control PowerView shades with your tablet, smartphone, or our sleek Pebble® Remote, available in a wide range of colors. PowerView is also compatible with smart-home systems for premium convenience. Learn more about
PowerView® Motorization Direct the light in your home at your discretion, from the top, from below or in combination with the Top-Down/Bottom-Up system. Place your window treatments as you like, adjusting the light balance and privacy in your home to suit your needs. Choose from a variety of operating system
options, including manual or PowerView® Motorization Learn more about Top-Down/Bottom-Up Features with a single retractable cord or wand, depending on your window handling choice. The cord and wand always remain a constant length when increasing and lowering your window treatments. With no long, dangling
cords, UltraGlide® offers enhanced safety for children and pets. Learn more about UltraGlide® UltraGlide®
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